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Create the perfect space for productivity
Maximise your productivity by creating a space at home you’ll love to work in

Location, location, location
To maximise productivity at home, choose a dedicated space with 
close proximity but complete separation. You want access to other 
spaces without being front and centre.

Ditch Distractions
If your workspace is full of distractions, you’re setting yourself up for 
failure. Purge personal items you may find distracting from your working 
space. This can also help create a mental separation that promotes 
better work-life balance.

Invest in a Desk
For both health and safety and productivity, nothing beats a desk. 

Make sure you consult ergonomic guides when you set your 
workstation up.

Keep Everything You Need 
at Arm’s Length

Whether at work or at home, the most productive workspaces are the 
ones where everything you need is close at hand. This helps minimise 

interruptions and lets you stay focussed.

Respect the Workspace
Ultimately your success in working from home isn’t just up to you – you’ll 
need the support of your coworkers, as well as anyone you live with, to 
make things work. Follow these tips to ensure your new workspace is 
respected:

• Have an honest conversation with your family or housemates and 
set some clear so they know when you’re not available to   
be interrupted.

• Establish work hours where everyone knows that you need quiet, 
uninterrupted time to focus.

• Talk to your co-workers and manager about your arrangements 
and make sure you have a plan to stay connected.

• Suggest if a family member needs your attention during the day 
they send you a text or an email, instead of coming by and 
interrupting you.

You can use the sign on the following spread to help reinforce your boundaries.
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Design your space!

What do I need to be productive?

What do I need to get rid of?

Where will I work?

Who do I need to talk to?

What are my “office hours”?
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How to Create a Daily Work Schedule 
While Working From Home
Working from home can sound like a dream come true. There’s no need to commute to and 
from work, and your kitchen offers better lunch opportunities.

With the COVID-19 outbreak, many workers are working remotely. Some larger tech firms predict 
remote working may become the norm when the outbreak passes.

Without the structure of office life and being around co-workers, it can feel difficult managing a 
working day.

You can still create a daily work schedule to get the most out of your time. If you’re wondering 
how to make a daily schedule for yourself, read on to learn more.

Start With Your Working Hours
The first step to creating a work schedule is to define your 
working hours. Sticking to the same schedule you’d use 
at the office is a good place to start.

Start at the same time and end when you’d normally 
leave work. Take your lunch break as normal and add a 
15-minute break in both the morning and afternoon.

If you know you’re more productive between 10-6, rather 
than 9-5, then shift the hours accordingly. Just make sure 
people know when you’re available.

AT THE START OF THE DAY
• Find a way to signal the beginning of 

your day. Getting dressed is a good 
choice because it makes you feel 
more professional.

• Some people choose to meditate or 
journal before they start working. You 
may prefer to exercise.

• Giving yourself a starting point makes 
it easier to transition from ‘home’ to 
‘work’. Trying to fire up the laptop in 
bed doesn’t build the same   
work habits.

ENDING THE DAY
• Avoid ‘work creep’ where the amount 

of time you spend working slowly 
expands throughout the day. It’s 
harder to draw that line between 
‘work’ and ‘home’ when you’re 
working from home.

• Set an alarm if you need to and mark 
the end of your work for the day. Finish 
up whatever you’re working on at the 
end of your working day. Walk away 
from your computer and do   
other things.
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Block Out Your Calendar
Your next step is to break up your working day. If you 
normally have meetings with colleagues, you might 
move these meetings onto a platform like Slack or Zoom.

You might want to spend an hour on project admin, 
followed by two hours of creative work. Then after lunch, 
you might work on idea generation or project research.

You will know exactly what to work on and when based 
on your calendar. Best of all, you can adapt your work 
from home schedule to suit your productivity patterns.

If you prefer more flexibility, you can always lengthen or 
shorten these blocks depending on the project you’re 
working on. 

Tell Others When You’re Working
One of the problems of working from home is that 
others don’t always know when you’re available. 
Freelancers will tell you that friends won’t always 
understand if you’re not available to chat on the 
phone.

Those around you need to realise that you’re 
working, even if you’re at home. Do you have a 
separate space within your home that you can use 
as an office? Then use it.

Create boundaries so that people know you’re 
unavailable between certain times. You need this 
work and home structure as it will assist you with 
getting into, and staying in, work mode.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, it will be easy to 
avoid invitations to meet for coffee. Turning down 
the chance to talk on FaceTime may be harder.

We recommend that you schedule these much-
needed social interactions for non-working hours to 
preserve your daily work schedule.
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Add Exercise to Your Daily Work Schedule
It’s easy to underestimate how much 
movement you do during your working day. 
When you switch to working from home, you 
suddenly have less reason to move around.

There’s no walking as part of your commute. 
You won’t be navigating large workplaces or 
moving around to use the photocopier.

Exercise is still important in your work from 
home schedule. It can help reduce the 
chances of developing cardiovascular disease 

or type 2 diabetes. It will also be beneficial for 
your mental wellbeing.

Instead of sitting at your desk all day, build 
some exercise time into your schedule. You 
can find lots of 15-minute home workouts on 
YouTube.

Consider replacing your afternoon coffee 
break with a workout. If that’s not possible for 
health reasons, or you have limited space you 
can try yoga or meditation.

Reduce Distractions
Consider turning off your email notifications for 
an hour. This lets you get deep into a state of 
‘flow’ where you’ll do your best work.

Try to avoid the temptation to work with 
the TV on in the background. It’s easy for a 
programme or news item to pull us away from 
what we’re doing.

The easiest rule of thumb is ‘would this distract 
me at work?’ If the answer is ‘no’ because you 
don’t have it at the office, avoid it while you’re 
working at home.

You might try a productivity technique like 
the Pomodoro technique. For this method of 
working, you break time into chunks.

Work for 25 minutes then take a break for five 
minutes. You might walk around the house or 
make a drink during the break. Then, repeat 
the block.

You can only do actual work during the 25 
minutes. So, you can’t scroll through your 
emails or social media. 

This technique makes it easier to stick to your 
daily work schedule. You can assign different 
tasks to each block, or use it to make a larger 
project more manageable.
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Stick to Your Schedule for Best Results
This is a simple way to create a daily work 
schedule. It’s flexible enough to allow you 
to plan your day to suit your preferred way 
of working.

Yet, it’s also structured enough to avoid 
time-wasting or distractions at home.

You’ll get more done and will be able to 
reduce the stress of switching to remote 
working during a difficult period.

Now use these tips on the next page to 
create your own WFH schedule.
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Creating my Schedule When working from home it can be much more challenging to stick to a schedule. 
Documenting your daily plan can help you maintain structure during the day. 

MondayTIME

6:00 AM

6:30 AM

7:00 AM

7:30 AM

8:00 AM

8:30 AM

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

11:30 AM
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1:00 PM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

5:30 PM

6:00 PM

12:30 NN

12:00 NN

Tueday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Be sure to 
include:

Time to start work

Time to finish work

Time to focus on 
important work tasks

Time for family

Time for meals

Time for cleaning

Time for cooking

Time for exercise

Time for mindfulness

Time for breaks

Time to connect
with coworkers

Time to connect
with coworkers
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Balancing Home and Work 
When Working from Home

When working from home, the lines between home and work can easily become blurred. Use 
these tips to help you switch on, and switch off.

Schedule Your Time

Set up a Home Office

Take Regular Breaks

Eat a Delicious LunchLearn to Switch Off

Always Get Dressed

Take Care of 
Your Health 
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This is the first tip that people who work from home will tell 
you. If you want to be productive, sitting around in your 
pyjamas all day simply won’t help you. 

Instead, try getting up out of bed, having a shower, put on 
work clothes - you’ll feel more ready for the day.

That’s because performing these daily rituals signals to 
your brain. This signals to your brain that there is a clear 
difference between lounging around and work time. 

1. Always Get Dressed

Before you begin work, figure out the hours that you enjoy 
working and are most productive. You can use our schedule 
tool on the previous page to help.

Schedule your day by the hour to ensure you have enough 
time to get everything done, but also enough time to relax. 

Working from home can make you feel as though you 
should be on your computer late into the night. You need to 
set a schedule to remind yourself of your endpoint and that 
you can pick it up again tomorrow. 

Don’t log on as soon as you wake up. Instead of jumping 
out of bed and switching on your computer, give yourself 
time to wake up properly.

Do some morning yoga, make a cup of coffee, and 
mentally prepare yourself for the day. 

Furthermore, don’t miss out on eating a hearty breakfast. 
This can set you up for the rest of the day and ensure you 
are focused and productive. You will also find that you 
don’t snack on unhealthy foods!

2. Schedule Your Time

If you have the space in your home, then having a 
dedicated room that you do your work in is ideal. 

By physically going to a different part of the house, you 
won’t be tempted to get comfortable on the sofa. To 
avoid distractions, make sure you can shut the door on your 
workspace and don’t have a TV or radio playing. 

3. Set up a Home Office

The  Ultimate Work From Home Toolkit
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If your home office is effective at keeping your mind 
distraction-free, you may find yourself hitting your flow and 
working all afternoon!

This is great for when you’re at your most productive, but 
when you’re struggling to get in the right frame of mind, 
breaks are your friend. 

It sounds counter-intuitive, but by setting a 30-minute timer 
and giving yourself a ten-minute break at the end, you’ll 
feel motivated to work harder.

During this break time, do something away from your 
screen. Perhaps play with your pet, make a coffee, or go for 
a walk. Don’t look at a screen and leave your office space. 

4. Take Regular Breaks

One of the benefits of working from home is that you 
can make fresh food for yourself. Make sure you have 
some delicious ingredients ready to go and whip up 
a light meal for lunch. 

A tasty salad is a great way to keep your energy 
levels up. It will also ensure you don’t suffer from brain 
fog mid-afternoon. 

By having healthy meals and snacks ready to go 
in advance, you’ll be able to stop yourself from 
snacking on unhealthy foods when you hit a slump. 

5. Eat a Delicious Lunch 

When it comes to the end of the day, let your coworkers 
know that you’re finishing up and won’t be contactable. 

Don’t let your work take control of your life just because 
it’s based in your home. Set do not disturb notices on work 
software or apps and turn off notifications. 

By doing this, you will ensure that you gain some much-
needed balance. You’ll be able to properly connect with 
family and enjoy your downtime. 

If you struggle to turn your computer off in the evening, 
then make plans with friends so that you physically have 
something else to focus your attention on. 

6. Learn to Switch Off
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Are you regularly feeling lonely? Then, it’s time to connect 
with others. This could either be by talking to colleagues via 
Zoom or making a video call. 

Furthermore, choose a chair which supports your back or 
even buy a table which can be raised so you can spend 
some of your day standing up. 

During your breaks, why not do a little exercise? You’ll boost 
your health and feel a surge of endorphins. 

Finally, if your mental health is struggling, begin 
implementing healthy routines into your day that can help 
improve your wellbeing. 

This could be spending ten minutes writing down what 
you’re grateful for, having a quick tidy up around the house, 
or making sure you have regular sleeping hours. 

7. Take Care of Your Health 

The  Ultimate Work From Home Toolkit
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Working From Home…With Kids

Setting a schedule is one thing, but 
we know how challenging it can be to 
stick to when you have kids at home.

Here are seven tips to help you be 
productive when working from home 
with kids around.

1. Have a self-service snack drawer with 
healthy snacks for kids so they can help 
themselves without disturbing you.

2. Got an important call coming up? 
Set a timer for 30 minutes of quiet play – 
tell them they can come see you as soon 
as it’s up.

3. Pipe cleaners…tape…feathers…
paddlepop sticks. Create a craft kit as 
an easy 30 minute distraction for when 
unexpected calls come in.

4. If you have a “big kid” put them on 
duty to supervise for fixed periods of time

5. It’s not just schools that can assign 
homework. There are plenty of free 
educational activities and handouts 
you can grab online to keep your kids 
occupied and learning.

6. Tailor your schedule around your kids – 
try to shift some of your work to night time 
when they’re asleep.

7. What works, works. Sometimes a little 
extra screentime may be necessary.

My checklist:

Snack drawer

Timer

Craft kit

Educational activity sheets

The  Ultimate Work From Home Toolkit

Maintaining the Balance

Today at work I will achieve 
___________________________
___________________________

Today at home I will achieve
___________________________
___________________________

Today I will do _________________
_____________________ for myself Today I will do _____________

___________________________ 
for my family

I will do _______________________
_______________ for my health

Today I am grateful for 
__________________________
__________________________
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Construction paper

Pom poms

Glue

Scissors
Straws

A stamp set
Popsicle sticks

Pipe cleaners

Glitters
Googly eyes

Foam Circles

Felt paper

Plastic cups

Bubble wrap

Paper towel rolls

Crafting Kit Ingredient List

CRAFTING KIT
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Plastic Jewels

Watercolor paints

Buttons

Stickers

Beads

Yarn

Cupcake liners

Masking tape or 
Washi tape

Balloons

Feathers

Tissue paper

Hole puncher

Paper plates

Paper lunch bag

Various clean boxes 
and containers from 

the recycling bin
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Staying Connected With 
Your Colleagues While 
Working From Home
People all around the globe are employing creative 
solutions to get around their work-from-home blues. 
Even the non-tech savvy among us can embrace these 
brilliant ideas. Read on and we’ll walk you through a 
few of our favourites.

Create New Team Rituals
Creating a proper work environment isn’t all about productivity. In fact, a little downtime and 
chit-chat can be good for creating chemistry among your employees. A team that works well 
together will succeed more in the long run.

Fostering these types of relationships can be a great deal more difficult when everyone is split 
up into their respective homes. Creating a few new rituals to service this need can be a great 
solution to this issue. 

For example, you could schedule a weekly virtual 
coffee meeting for your team to get together and 
catch up.

The idle talk that normally happens around the water 
cooler is important, and it’s important to give your 
employees space to talk about non-work related 
things together. It can keep people happy and even 
mentally healthy. Taking a brief thirty minutes on a Friday 
afternoon to get everyone online and chatting can help 
to give everyone the healthy dose of human contact 
they need.

If a weekly coffee meeting doesn’t fit your needs, there 
are plenty of other rituals that might be better suited for 
your team. A morning kick-off video conference might 
be nice, or the option to join in on a virtual lunch hour 
might be pleasant as well.
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Share Photos of Pets at Home
If there’s one thing people who work from home 
seem to love, it’s spending time with their pets. Cats, 
dogs, and other furry creatures love when their 
owners stay home to work and are well-known to 
cuddle up and provide a little extra love during  
the workday.

Creating an outlet where employees can share 
photos of their four-legged assistants can be a great 
morale booster. You’ll see the benefits of that morale 
in the work your team puts forward.

After all, who doesn’t leave catching a few snapshots 
of a cat sitting behind a laptop or a dog carefully 
watching over a few important papers?

Your employees love their pets and being able to 
share that love with their co-workers can help spread 
good feelings around to the whole team.

If your team is on Slack, a popular move is to create a 
separate channel for these kinds of photos. However, 
a team Facebook group or e-mail chain can work 
just as well.

Spice Up Your Video Chat Meetings
The fun of video-chatting with your colleagues is getting to see 
all their smiling faces even when you’re physically far apart. If 
you want to keep your employees engaged and upbeat, you 
can spice up these meetings by introducing a few fun themes.

For example, why not have a video chat costume party! 
Encourage everyone to log on in something wacky for your next 
meeting. The theme can be whatever you want, and can even 
be tweaked to match the product or service you sell.

You can have a disco party, a roaring 20’s bash, or whatever 
might be best for your business! This is a great way to allow your 
employees to loosen up and have a little fun, even from the 
confines of their homes.

Having someone DJ and play some music at the end of a 
meeting is another great way to keep things fun and lively.
Use the activity on the next page to create a team spotify list 
which you can less to together, or separately.
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Play Some Interactive Games
All work and no play certainly shouldn’t be the slogan 
of your company, and it shouldn’t be the theme 
of your work-from-home plan, either. Introducing 
a game or two that people can play throughout 
the week can be a great way to ensure all of your 
employees are having a good time. 

Some ideas? Work-from-home bingo can be a great 
one. You can create custom Bingo cards with blocks 
like ‘wore pajama bottoms’ or ‘ordered lunch in’ and 
see who hits bingo during their week first.

You can also have a shared document where 
workers can click over to draw together or play 
simple games like tic-tac-toe.

You don’t want these games to distract from the 
actual work that needs to get done, so it’s best to 
keep them simple.

A momentary little distraction can be a welcome 
addition to any work-from-home day. You’ll have 
access to these games as well, so you’ll always be 
able to monitor if the activity there is getting   
out-of-hand.
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Mic on 
mute during 
conference 

call

Junk food for 
breakfast

Having the 
urge to 

write on a 
whiteboard

Getting invited 
to a video 

conference 
with a “dress 

theme”

Signing off 
an email with 

“Stay well”

Wearing my 
pyjamas 
all day

Not missing 
rush hour 

traffic

Washed my 
hands in the 

last hour

Taking a 
moment to 

breathe

3 or more 
conference 

calls in 
a day

Touched my 
face in the 
last hour

Unnatural 
longing 

for office 
birthday 

cake

Kitchen 
table is my 
new desk

Snuggled 
with my pet

Got 
distracted 
by the TV

Ordered 
Uber Eats for 
lunch when 
there’s food 
in my fridge

Heard 
someone’s 

washing 
machine 

going during a 
conference call

Stepping out 
for 

fresh air

Seeing your 
co-workers’ 

kitchen

Having a 
fridge so 

close is too 
tempting

Missing my 
best office 

bud

Too much 
time alone

Body parts 
falling 

asleep after 
sitting too 

long 

Yogo pants 
is the new 

uniform

Share the below 
bingo card with your 
teammates. Fill it out 
throughout the week 
and see who is the first 
to finish.

WFH BINGO

Our Team Playlist

Use the below prompts to create your team playlist. 
Have someone in the team compile the playlist on.

Spotify and share it around with the team, 
or use it as background noise for a video coffee catchup.

Favourite Pump Up Song To Cure the 3pm Slump Best Song You’ve Seen Performed Live All Time Favourite Our Team Anthem

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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The Best Work Apps to Help You 
Stay Productive and Connected From Home

With more and more people working from home or remotely, we need new tools to stay 
connected. Check out our list of the best work apps that will help you avoid distractions, 
stay connected, and produce your best work from home.
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Slack is a must-have communication app for remote workers. 
It is one of the fastest-growing companies in the industry right 
now and is being used by some of the biggest companies 
around the globe including AirBnB, Target, and Intuit.

Slack helps bring workers together no matter how far away 
they are. It makes communication with remote workers 
very simple. By utilizing what they call “channels”, it helps to 
organize your conversations into a list of topics that you can 
choose from.

Slack also has a new feature that lets you share your screen 
and share it with colleagues, making it that much easier to 
bring the team together.

Momentum is an app for anyone who struggles with 
discipline. One of the hardest parts of working remotely 
is being able to discipline yourself to stay on task and get 
work done.

With Momentum all you have to do is input your most 
important goal to get done for the day, and how much 
time is left to get it done.

Momentum will take care of the rest. Every time you 
open a new tab, Momentum will remind you of what 
you have left to do and how much time you have left to 
get it done.

Momentum
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Trello is a productivity app that keeps track of everything 
for you and breaks down big projects into smaller, easier to 
manage tasks. 

Trello works by creating a storyboard of a certain project that 
you are working on. You can then break down the project into 
“cards” that represent different steps or tasks to get the project 
done. Then, your team can go in and choose the cards or 
work on the cards that need to be done.

You can add details, checklists, comments, and due dates 
to the cards. As tasks get completed along the way, you can 
add them from the “to-do” list to the “doing” and “done.” 

Trello is especially useful for companies with large projects, 
making it much easier to break down and see exactly how 
progress is going at any given time.

Todoist is just like the name implies, it is a to-do list app. Todoist 
has helped people complete over 1.5 billion tasks, and is being 
used by some of the largest companies worldwide including 
Amazon, Facebook, and Disney. 

Todoist helps you feel in control at all times of the day. It will 
help you organize and keep track of everything important. It 
lets you easily organize tasks and projects so you know where 
you are and how much longer you have to go. 

With Todoist, you can also assign certain projects or tasks to 
anyone you would like.

They also have something called Todoist Karma, that rewards 
you for completing tasks and gives you a visual representation 
of how productive you have been. 

You can connect Todoist with many apps including Dropbox, 
Zapier, and Amazon Alexa. 
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With our lives becoming more and more 
complex every day, wouldn’t it be great to 
have something to keep track of everything 
for you?

With Calendar, that idea is quickly becoming 
a reality. Calendar utilises artificial intelligence 
to help create a unique experience just for 
you. With one-click scheduling, time zone 
recognition and multi-person scheduling, 
Calendar will help you become more efficient 
and productive. 

With a new feature called Calendar Analytics, 
you can easily track and see where your time 
is being spent, and where you can improve. 

Calendar has been featured in Inc, CNN, 
Forbes, and Entrepreneur.
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Taking notes has never been so easy. With 
Evernote, you can quickly jot down notes, 
ideas, and even save web articles or 
pictures. 

Evernote makes sharing easy with features 
that help share your notes with colleagues 
that you can view on any device.

Having an easy way to take notes can 
make a huge difference when working 
from home. Evernote also makes 
organising and syncing manageable with 
tags and other features.

When you are used to working in a busy office, working from home can be rather 
quiet. But for many working from home can be too noisy with neighbours yelling or 
dogs barking.

There is a solution for this problem, an app called Noisli. It creates a perfect sound 
environment for you to stay on track and avoid distractions. With 28 different high-
quality background sounds, you are sure to find one that works for you.

Noisli also offers a timer to help make sure you stay on track but are not burning 
yourself out. Another great feature is their distraction-free text editor, that provides a 
distraction-free writing place for you.

Noisli
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Just like the name implies, the Focus app will 
help you stay on track while working remotely.

It’s easy to fall into the trap of social media 
when working from home. Most people 
expect to just casually check to see what is 
going on with their friend and families and end 
up getting sucked into the social media black 
hole of endless scrolling.

Focus, will help take care of that for you. Focus 
allows you to block websites that may distract 
you while you are supposed to be working. It’s 
a great app for anyone who finds themselves 
saying “just a quick check will be fine.”

Focus
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How to Stay Healthy While 
Working Remotely From Home
A major benefit of working in an office or other location 
outside your home is the self-discipline it encourages. After 
all, you can’t (or shouldn’t) run to the kitchen for snacks or 
play with your pets throughout the workday.

When you start working remotely, there are some 
challenges you have to face. One of them is staying 
healthy so you can focus on your work without being 
distracted.

Staying healthy can mean anything from regular exercise 
to good eating habits to maintaining contact with the 
world around you.

In this article, we’ll discuss ways of working remotely while 
remaining healthy at home.

A Healthy Environment for Working Remotely
As we grapple with the effects of a pandemic, two types of remote workers come to mind: 
those used to working remotely and those doing it for the first time.

“Veteran” remote workers are no doubt used to it. However, even they can learn a few things 
from those still used to going to an office or other workplace with more structured schedules 
and routines.

Structure
So let’s talk about how and 
why those who work remotely 
need to structure their days. 
The main challenge — even 
for those used to working from 
home — is having the self-
discipline to work for specific 
intervals and take short, 
planned breaks.

This way, it’s easier to set and 
keep boundaries for your work 
time. Doing this helps you 
avoid the “mental clutter” 
that can become a significant 
stress factor for those working 
from home.

It’s also essential to have a 
designated place for working 
remotely. It’s great if you 
have a dedicated office, but 
if you don’t, carve out a “do 
not disturb” space in a quiet 
area. Be sure to help family 
members understand that this 
is your workspace.

Having a “claimed space” 
can make you feel more 
professional and dedicated 
to the work that provides 
your income, not to mention 
being a source of personal 
satisfaction.

Space Breaks
You shouldn’t take breaks 
more frequently or for longer 
periods than you would if 
working outside your home. 
Yes, you need breaks, but 
switching from your working 
mindset can signal a transition 
to your home life. This should 
happen only a few times 
during your workday.

It’s OK if you want to use your 
lunch hour for personal matters 
(as you would in any office), 
but don’t let these tasks take 
over your time. Return to your 
work on schedule.
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Establish and Maintain Healthy Habits
Sometimes, people who start working remotely 
cheat a bit by sleeping late or eating at their 
desks. These temptations seem simple enough, 
but they can grow into serious distractions.

Avoid Unnecessary Snacking
Depending on your health and metabolism, 
you might need a mid-morning or afternoon 
snack to keep your blood sugar on an even 
keel. However, it’s not good to make frequent 
trips to the kitchen while working.

Make Time for Exercise
One advantage of working from home is that work breaks can double as exercise 
opportunities. This is a time to use any exercise equipment you might have, do yoga 
and other floor exercises, or walk outside (with the dog if you have one).

Plan Human Interaction (If Not Live, Then Virtually)
One advantage of working from home is that work breaks can double as 
exercise opportunities. This is a time to use any exercise equipment you might 
have, do yoga and other floor exercises, or walk outside (with the dog if you 
have one).

On a larger scale—and this goes for both those with families and those living 
alone—you should enjoy some cultural or recreational activities. The more you 
keep working at home, the harder it gets to divert your attention to other things 
that matter.

You need to, though. Even while we’re social distancing, streaming services are 
adding new movies, TV series, and performing arts all the time. Museums are 
putting photos from their exhibits online. Even superstar performers are taking 
their shows online.

Let’s not forget all the one-on-one communication opportunities we have 
virtually, either. 

When was the last time you commented in detail about someone’s Facebook 
post? What about those friends and relatives you’ve been meaning to call?

Remember, only computer viruses, not human ones, are spread over the wires!

You should plan healthy, balanced meals to eat away from your workspace. If you have family 
around, this is an excellent time to enjoy each other’s company. If you’re alone in the house, use 
mealtime as a chance for reflection or non-work tasks.



What About Your Mood?
Among our wellness tips for working remotely, we can’t neglect our mental health—which 
often seems like the proverbial elephant in the room. How do you expect to work productively 
when your spirits are low?

Why wouldn’t you have some anxiety or depression, given what’s going on now?

As Forbes contributor Laurel Farrer puts it, “remote work has unprecedented opportunities to 
solve global crises… but it is also fueling a new one.” It seems some mental health concerns 
have assumed new dimensions for those working at home.

These include:

“Unplugging” after work 
(22%)

Loneliness
(19%)

Lack of Motivation
(8%)

Insomnia and sleep disturbances are also causing problems for some remote workers.

Still, given the upsides of working at home that people rave about, perhaps the structuring 
measures we discussed above are the solution. It’s possible to retain the traditional workplace 
structure while enjoying being at home.

You do have to dedicate your efforts to your work and how you’ve chosen to structure it. 
Feel free to make adjustments to help you maintain your self-discipline, but don’t cheat since 
that will disrupt your successful routine.

Let’s Break for Some Fresh Air
Once the health crisis has ended, 
will you still be working remotely 
or back at your brick and mortar 
workplace?

For some, working remotely is a 
desirable lifestyle—enough so, 
in fact, that some people want 
to switch jobs to continue it. For 
others, though, having a definitive 
separation of home and work lives is 
essential.

Perhaps, once people have 
experienced both working styles, 
some balance can be achieved. 
There certainly are benefits to 
society when more people work 

from home: less fuel consumption, 
more family time, a human 
presence in the neighborhood, to 
name a few.

We’ve tried it both ways and find 
the topic quite intriguing. As we 
continue to “shelter in place” 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, our 
lifestyles are sure to be adjusted to 
some extent.

If and when you return to a 
traditional workplace, keep us in 
mind and try to hang onto some 
of the good habits you developed 
while riding out the crisis.
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Stay Inside: Stay Healthy Inside and Out
Staying home can be challenging to your daily health routine, here are some 
quick yoga, meditation and mindfulness routines to help you stay health, 
inside and out, while staying inside.

My Yoga Routine
1. Yoga Squat

for 5 breaths

3. Triangle Pose

2. Forearm Plank
for 30 seconds

4. Long Lunge
for 5 breaths

5. Easy Lunge Twist
at least 5 breaths

6. Open Hip
(Transition from
Downward Dog)

7. Sundial Salutation
3 times each side

8. Chest to thighs
    with interlaced hands

for 5 breaths
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6 Tips to Improve Your Mental Wellness 
While Working From Home
The COVID-19 outbreak has seen whole swathes 
of the workforce suddenly shifted to remote 
working. For those unused to working from 
home, it can disrupt your mental wellness.

Removed from the camaraderie of an office, 
you may feel isolated or lonely. You might feel 
stressed by the overnight adoption of new 
technology or ways  of working.

These types of stress or anxiety can be 
productivity killers. Worse, they can erode your 
mental balance and make working from home 
a painful experience.

They don’t have to do either of these things. 
Read on to learn mental health activities you 
can do while working from home.

1. Drink Plenty of Water
This may seem a strange choice for an article about mental health solutions. Yet dehydration 
can pose real problems for our mental clarity and focus. Without enough to drink, we find it 
harder to think. This makes us more prone to stress and bad decision making.

The more mistakes we make, the more stressed we become. It’s a vicious cycle that continues 
unless we do something to break it. Making sure you drink enough water is a simple way to stay 
clear-headed. How much is ‘enough’?

Common advice follows 
the so-called 8x8 rule. 

That equates to eight 8 oz 
glasses of water per day. 

It’s roughly 2 litres of water.

Top up your glass throughout 
the day. Drink water instead 

of coffee but if you can’t 
abandon hot drinks, tea is a 

better choice.

Green tea still contains 
caffeine but you get 
the added benefit 

of antioxidants. 
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2. Start Meditating for Mental Wellness
Meditation is one of those terms that has become trendy in certain circles. We’d encourage 
you not to dismiss it just because it’s apparently cool. Scientific studies show it may help ease 
anxiety or depression. It’s also a great way to clear your mind to help you focus.

Think of a short meditation session as being like an afternoon nap for your mind. Instead of 
having a ten-minute coffee break, you can meditate instead. There are different types of 
meditation depending on what you’re looking for. Some are easier than others depending on 
your preferences.

You can also do this kind of meditation while 
doing other things. Try this kind of meditation 
while you’re washing up your lunch dishes or 

going for a short walk.

Mindful meditation is a popular choice 
because it only asks you to focus on 
your breathing. Whenever your mind 
starts to wander, gently bring it back 

to the breath.

3. Keep Exercising
While we’re talking about walking, exercise is also 
an important part of a mental wellness regime. 

Exercise releases endorphins in the body that act 
as a natural mood elevator. Aerobic exercise also 
helps reduce hormones like cortisol, caused by 
stress.

Put simply, exercise reduces the load of mental 
stress. 

Working from home doesn’t stop you from working 
out, even if you don’t want to go to a gym. You’ll 
find hundreds of workouts you can do from home 
with little or no equipment on Youtube. 

Set a timer to get up from your desk at regular 
intervals. Walk on the spot for a few minutes until 
you start to feel warm.
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4. Set Yourself Goals
What about the actual process of working? A good way to boost your mental health and 
make you feel productive is to feel like you’ve achieved something. Set yourself at least three 
goals for your day.

Make one of them a ‘must-
have’, or something you 
can’t abandon until it’s 

done. Prioritise the work for 
that goal.

Next, set a ‘desirable’. This is 
a goal which will advance 

the work on a project but the 
deadline isn’t immediate.

Finally, choose a ‘nice to 
have’. This can be a smaller 
goal around something you 
may have been putting off. 
Perhaps you want to tackle 

your inbox.

1 2 3

Working towards these every day will help you to feel more in control of your work.

5. Keep in Touch With Colleagues
You may be in physical self-isolation but don’t cut 
yourself off from your co-workers. Try to schedule 
chats with colleagues to replicate the atmosphere 
of an office.

If you schedule them during your lunch hour, 
make sure you don’t talk about work. Discuss 
current affairs, your favourite Netflix shows, or 
whatever you normally talk about.

Consider scheduling special ‘ideas’ sessions to 
bounce ideas around and get feedback on your 
projects. This is also perfect for those freelancers 
who don’t have colleagues but still work from 
home.

This social contact is a key way to maintain a 
mental balance. There are many tech solutions to 
help you stay in touch.

Zoom is a good choice for video chats or 
conference calls. WhatsApp groups can help for 
text-based chat. Or try messaging platforms like 
Teams or Slack to exchange ideas.
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6. Stick to Your Work Day

It’s easy to let work schedules slip when you’re working from 
home. You may get up a little later than you intended. That 
means you end up working later, with your day job eating 
into your leisure time.

Get up as normal and have a good breakfast before you 
start work at your usual time. Take breaks when you would 
in the office. Finish work at the time you normally leave.

It may be tempting to work in bed but this can undermine 
your mental wellness. You can’t switch off for evening 
downtime if you’re sleeping in the same place that 
you work.

If possible, work in a dedicated room that you can ‘leave’ 
at the end of the day. This helps you to draw a line 
between work and home. 

1. MUST HAVE
______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

2. DESIRABLE 3. NICE TO HAVE
______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

My Goal List
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My Meditation Guide

1. Find somehere
quiet

2. Take a comfortable       
sitting position

3. Focus on your  
    breathing

by paying
attention
here

or here

or here

4. Feel the breath
going in and out

exhale
inhale

fall
rise

5. Observe your 
thoughts

It’s natural for the mind to be 
full of thoughts. Do not fight 

them. Instead, observe them.

6. Gentle focus 
on breathing

out
in

7. Try for 5 minutes

5 
mins

A timer prevents the need to 
check a clock or watch.

8. Practice everyday

Consistency and persistency 
are key.

9. Make progress    
patiently
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Mindfulness has become a popular way to relieve stress and anxiety. Practising 
mindfulness can assist to cope with everyday life and deal with difficult situations. 
It can also help in improving concentration, relaxation and productivity.

Here are three quick introductory mindfulness exercises for you and your 
employees to try:

2. TECHNICAL REMINDERS 
Harness your ever-present devices to become 
‘mindfulness reminders’. 

When you hear the ring of an incoming call or 
bleep of a new notification, use it to remind you to 
be fully present in the now. 
Before you answer or respond, stop and take a 
deep breath.

3. OH STOP IT
Learn to use the STOP sign technique 
whenever they feel stressed:

• Stop what you are doing
• Take five deep breaths
• Observe your body and notice 

what you are thinking about
• Proceed.

1. FOCUS
Find an object and try to remain 
focused on just that object for as long 
as possible. 

Note when your mind starts to wander 
and bring it back to the object. The 
longer you can remain focused, the 
more your mindfulness will increase.
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WAKE UP
• 7 AM
Practice your breathing
- Breathe in for three seconds, hold for three seconds,    
   exhale for three seconds. Repeat at least three times.

A MINDFUL MORNING COFFEE
• 8 AM
Focus on your beverage
- Notice things like flavour and texture

FOCUS ON YOUR SENSES
• 11 AM
What can I hear? See? Feel? Smell? Taste?

A MINDFUL LUNCH
• 12 PM
Pay attention to all of your senses as you eat - 
taste, texture, smell, colour, temperature.

NURTURE IN NATURE
• 4 PM
Take a short stroll outside or in your back yard. 
Pay attention to nature - the colours, sounds and smells.
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FOCUS ON FEELINGS
• 8 PM
How do I feel today? 
What made me feel that way?

A MINDFUL GOODNIGHT
• 8 PM
Do something that relaxes and sooths you. 
Have a calming beverage, hug a loved 
one or read a book. Whatever you do, 
focus on the experience.

JOURNAL
• 9 PM
Reflect on your day and record five 
things you are grateful for.

FOCUS ON ME
• 10 PM
Before bed, reflect on yourself. How do you feel physically, 
how do you feel emotionally.

SLEEP

Creating a Mindfulness Routine
It’s easy to add mindfulness to all parts of your day. 
Use our suggested routine below or create your own 
routine on the following page.
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A Meaningful Mindfulness 
Routine For Beginners

Now that you’ve seen our suggested routine - try creating one of your own. 
How will you stop and me mindful during your day?

My Mindfulness Routine

7 AM

9AM

12 PM

2 PM

4 PM

6 PM

9 PM

10 PM



CHAPTER 05: Home Office Health and Safety
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Our Guide to Health 
and Office Safety Tips 
for a Home Office
If you’re someone who works from home, then 
you’ll want to make sure you’re taking every 
precaution for both your safety and well-being.

With just a few alterations to your current 
workday, you can find much healthier ways of 
working within the space of your home.

Here are several at-home office safety tips 
that you should integrate into your everyday 
routine. Consider all of these factors in how you 
approach each workday.

Many people envision working at home as an opportunity to 
sit at home in their pyjamas while laying across or sitting on 
their favourite couch.

While the pyjamas part is completely up to you, you might 
want to think twice about spending 6 to 8 hours a day on 
your couch.

Doing so can lead to poor posture and can put significant 
strain on your back muscles and spine. 
That stress will cause your spine to become misaligned (if 
it isn’t already) and lead to health issues such as chronic 
headaches and poor mobility.

Instead, either find a place where your back has plenty of 
support or purchase a high-quality office chair. You can 
even try out things such as a standing desk which will help 
you reduce the number of hours you sit throughout the day.

1. Invest in a High-Quality Seat
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Power strips are a necessity if you’re going to be working from 
home. If your company supplies you with a vast amount of devices, 
then you’ll need a place to plug them all in.

While power strips are great for providing an outlet for each 
device, they aren’t intended to have each dock in use.
Doing so can be a serious risk for starting an electrical fire if it were 
to overheat. There are certain devices that will require a lot more 
power than others.

Even if you were to put out the fire right away, it would still destroy 
everything that you had plugged into it.

Not to mention the fact that you might not be around when the 
electrical fire happens. 

What if the power strip were to catch on fire when no one was 
home? It’s better to keep plugs as evenly distributed as possible. If 
you don’t need something to be constantly plugged in, then only 
plug it in when need be.

This is just one of the many reasons why it’s important to have 
workers’ compensation for all employees, whether they are working 
in-office or remotely.

2. Mind Your Power Strips
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Laptops are a tremendous tool for any remote worker. Especially those of you that alternate 
between working in the office and working remotely. 

However, you’ll still want to opt for as big a computer screen whenever possible. Doing so will 
prevent your eyes from the constant strain of looking at a smaller screen.

Many experts recommend you invest in a screen at least 22 inches or bigger. It prevents the eyes 
from trying to compensate for the smaller-than-average wording and visuals on a laptop screen.

Also, you should try to prevent as much blue light as possible. If you’re outside or near a lot of 
natural lighting, then still try to keep the backlight as minimal as possible.

For those of you that find yourself staring at a heavy amount of backlighting in a dark room, try 
to be more conscious of it. Anytime you notice that you’re starting to get a headache, turn the 
brightness down on your screen and see if it helps.

You might also notice that these tips help with the eye dryness you’ve been experiencing. 

3. Use a Bigger Screen
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Having more work equipment inside your house 
means there’s even more reason for you to 
provide your home with an uptick in   
home security.

There are several devices that you can use to 
increase the safety and security of your property 
and all of your belongings. 

You can use things such as video doorbells, smart 
lights, security cameras, modified monitors, smart 
locks, and so much more.

Also, be sure to always keep your phone near 
you wherever you are. If someone were to break 
in while you’re working at home, you can call for 
emergency assistance much faster.

It might be advantageous for you to include smart 
lights inside the room that you’ll be keeping most 
of your work equipment. 

Most importantly, if someone claims to be 
delivering items from your place of work, be sure 
to make them identify themselves.

4. Up Your Home Security

Just like when you’re working in an office 
setting, taking frequent breaks from your work is 
important.

Try installing an hour break for lunch and then 
small little 10-minute windows that you can get up 
every hour and a half or two hours.

These frequent breaks allow you a brief pause to 
stretch, give your eyes a break, and rid yourself of 
the stress before getting back to work.

5. Take Frequent Breaks

Integrate These At-Home Office Safety Tips Today!
Now that you’ve seen some of the top at-home office safety tips, it’s 
time to find ways to incorporate them into your daily routine. Use this 
handy infographic to assess your own health and safety at home.
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Home Office Health and Safety
Working alone can increase the likelihood of some workplace hazards or risks occurring, and in those 
cases where incidents do occur, the consequences can be more severe.

To assist in the identification of risks and elimination of hazards for your employees that work alone, 
or in isolated and remote areas, use this checklist to ensure all risks are have been assessed and 
planned for.
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Environmental Conditions
• Lighting is adequate for the tasks 

being performed (i.e. easy to see 
and comfortable on the eyes)

• Glare and reflection can be 
controlled

YES NO

Work Environment

• I have sufficient clear space to have 
full range of movement required to 
work without risk of strain or injury.

• There are no trip hazards   
(e.g. cabling, mats, clutter)

YES NO

• Ventilation and room temperature 
can be controlled, regardless of 
season (i.e. I feel comfortable with 
the room temperature and air flow)

• There is no excessive noise affecting 
the work area

YES NO

• Non-smoking environment

• For double storey homes, it is 
recommended that all work is 
undertaken on the ground floor or 
same level where practicable.
• There are appropriate amenities 

(e.g. kitchen, bathroom)
• Stairs (if any) contain a continuous 

hand rail from top to bottom
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Emergency Exit
• Path to the exit is reasonably direct

• Path to the exit is sufficiently wide and 
free of obstructions or trip hazards to allow 
unimpeded passage

YES NO

Security
• Security is sufficient to prevent unauthorised entry 

by intruders

YES NO

Electrical
• Power outlets are not overloaded with double 

adapters and power boards

YES NO

• Earth leakage circuit protection is in place for 
work related equipment

• Electrical cords are safely stowed

• Connectors, plugs and outlet sockets are in a  
safe condition

• Electrical equipment is free from any obvious 
external damage

Workstation Set Up

• The area of the work surface is adequate for the 
tasks to be performed (i.e. similar work space to 
that used while the person is at the office)

YES NO

• A document holder is used if transcribing 
information from hard copy to computer or if 
referring to reference material for   
prolonged periods

• The most frequently used items are within easy 
reach from the seated position

• There are no sharp contact points on the 
workstation or other equipment

Work Surface
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Chair
• The seat height, seat tilt, angle and 

back rest are all adjustable

• The chair has a 5-point base to 
ensure stability (does not slip or roll) 
on the floor

YES NO

• There is adequate lumbar support 
and padding

• The chair height is adjusted so that 
feet are flat on the floor and knees 
are bent at right angles with thighs 
parallel to the floor 

• The seat back is adjusted to support 
the lumbar curve of the lower back

• The seat pan tilt is adjusted so that 
hips and tops of thighs are at right 
angles or slightly greater

• Chair arms are not present or are low 
enough to easily clear the desk

• The desk is at a suitable height

• There is adequate leg room under 
the desk, and no clutter

YES NO

• A footrest is available if needed

Desk

Keyboard and Mouse
• Keyboard to user distance allows 

user to relax shoulders with elbows 
close to the body

• Keyboard position is flat and in front 
of the screen

YES NO

• Mouse is placed directly next to the 
keyboard, fits hand comfortably and 
works freely

• Mouse is at same level as   
the keyboard
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Monitor
• Monitor height is adjusted so top of 

the screen is level with or at slightly 
lower height than eye level (approx. 
400mm above the work surface)

• Monitor is approx. arm’s length  
from user

YES NO

• Monitor is positioned to avoid glare, 
i.e. perpendicular to window or other 
strong light source

Laptop (complete if applicable)
• In the event of using a laptop computer:

• a laptop stand is used to raise 
the laptop screen such that 
it is the same height as the 
user’s eyes

YES NO

• an external keyboard and 
mouse is used with the laptop

Nature of Tasks

Physical Demands of Tasks
• Safe posture is adopted 

• Any lifting, pushing or carrying type 
task is well within physical capacity 
(i.e. my work does not involve 
physically heavy, overly repetitious or 
demanding tasks) 

YES NO

Work Practices
• Wrists are kept straight and not 

supported on surface while typing

• Sitting posture is upright or slightly 
reclined, with lower back supported

YES NO

• The telephone is within easy reach 
from the seated position

• Long periods of continuous activity 
are broken by performing other 
tasks, changing position, standing up 
and stretching




